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The Problem

An increased global awareness of the need to conserve environmental resources has led to the development of a number of natural resource management policies. These policies have been evolving with a growing understanding of contextual realities, such as the different socioeconomic problems in the developing world versus the developed world. Recently, there has been a shift away from rigid and top-down decision making towards more flexible and voluntary approaches. This shift is part of wider governance reform designed to increase the effectiveness of conservation efforts and the flow of more benefits to the communities. However, environmental degradation continues to occur at an alarming rate and results in benefit flows to local communities have been mixed. These trends have prompted calls for more direct and innovative solutions for environmental conservation.

Why Consider PES?

One response to these calls has been Payments for Environmental Services (PES). This is an approach where beneficiaries of environmental services make payments or provide other non-financial goods, such as market access, land security, public services, infrastructure, and capacity building, to those who secure the provision of such services. These payments can thus be broadly understood as rewards for providers of environmental services (ES). The ES involved are non-material, non-extractive benefits from natural resources, such as watershed protection, biodiversity conservation, and carbon sequestration, which includes avoided deforestation.

About this publication

The case studies and lessons are summarized from Insight: Notes from the Field, Issue 2, and outcomes from the Global Event for Payment/Reward for Environmental Services. This is a joint collaboration between RECOFTC and RUPES program, funded by SNV with additional support from Ford Foundation, IFAD, SDA, Sida, and the Norwegian Embassy.
Recent Experience
The extent to which PES has been tried depends on what is meant by PES. Under a strict definition of PES, especially one that requires clear conditionality, recent programs may be seen as not true PES. There have been a number of projects, however, that take after the model of PES.

Case Study 1: CDM in A Luoi District, Vietnam
The Netherlands Development Organization (SNV) piloted a project that testing the application of Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) in A Luoi District, Vietnam, to co-finance a 5,000 ha reforestation project. The strict and extensive guidelines for CDM and its technical carbon accounting methods may pose a barrier for many poor villages, and intermediaries play an important role in helping to meet this conditionality criterion. However, the fact that these guidelines are strict and extensive has brought about a number of benefits for the poor villages in A Luoi in addition to economic gains for poor households. Additional benefits are:
- Issuance of land-rights to smallholders
- Financial transparency throughout the project
- Pressure for mixed species plantations
- Declared positive contribution to the environment and socio-economic situation of stakeholders
- Better monitoring and mapping of plantations

There are several reasons why PES is being considered as a promising approach for environmental conservation. Its market-based nature promises certain appealing features. Because PES is designed to be a contract agreed upon by ES providers and beneficiaries, it is intended to be direct, voluntary, and flexible. It is also designed to generate its own financing, as beneficiaries are to make ongoing payments from their own funds. These payments are to be conditional on the actual deliverance of environmental services, which demands real environmental results.3

These features contrast with those of some other conservation approaches. PES is generally more direct than approaches like integrated conservation and development projects (ICDPs)—which aim to indirectly promote conservation and explicitly combine conservation and development goals—or communicative instruments, which use communication to advocate certain types of environmentally positive behavior.2 PES is also generally more flexible than approaches such as command-and-control systems or other protected area schemes.

It is important to note, however, that PES does not have to be a stand-alone replacement for such approaches, but may complement or enhance them. For example, the carbon case study shows how PES can work when joined with a regulatory approach. Hybrid approaches may also result by combining concepts from PES and from other models.

Under what conditions is a PES likely to work?
The results from the global scoping study of Compensation and Rewards for Environmental Services5 (see Further Reading below) suggested at least three prerequisites for an effective PES mechanism.

1. Effective supply and demand for PES mechanism
Local conditions of effective supply and demand for a PES mechanism mediate relations between the service providers and beneficiaries.

a) Availability of market opportunity. A PES project can be approached in two different ways: on the supply side, by targeting certain service providers in relation to its environmental services; on the demand side, by targeting areas where environmental problems and willing buyers exist. The results from the scoping study show that demand for ES is a more important condition for operational PES at local and national levels. That is, it is easier to implement a PES project when there is a clear demand by buyers for a mechanism to ensure contractual agreement between ES providers as sellers and beneficiaries as buyers. Despite this, many current PES contracts are still ad-hoc and do not ensure the delivery of environmental services (see next point).

b) Adequate spatial and temporal scales for delivering environmental services. To ensure the effectiveness of conservation efforts, PES projects should cover a significant area and should consider the time lag between conservation activities and their outcomes. For example, in watershed cases, to effectively address the sedimentation problem, a project should cover all erosion hotspots or sources within the watershed. A partial remedy in sub-watershed areas might not result in the desired effect of reducing sedimentation enough to meet the requirements of the beneficiaries. A time lag therefore exists between the conservation activities and the anticipated environmental benefits.6 This effectively means that the PES contract should span an...
appropriate time scale to meet the delayed downstream impact.

Most existing PES schemes operate in relatively small catchment areas occupied by small numbers of farmers and are based largely on short term contracts. Schemes under public funding might be able to overcome these problems and provide more sustainable mechanisms. However, many schemes under the public fund still rely on ad-hoc agreements between local communities and government agencies. Legalized agreements and internalizing the implementing and monitoring agencies under the government structure will help the continuity of these public-fund PES schemes.

2. Supportive national and international conditions

Considering that PES is a relatively new approach in developing countries, it is even more critical that the enabling conditions to support its implementation are in place. Countries that have most consistently embraced security of property rights, market exchange, and environmental conservation are also most likely to be able to effectively implement PES arrangements.

Government support of the mechanisms themselves is important. The conditional land tenure as ES reward in Indonesia showed that the active support of local government at all levels, starting from the field extension officers up to the Head of District, provided enabling conditions for scaling up the scheme and enhancing trust and social bridging capital between community and government.

A PES program can also be combined with certain national and international agreements and be more robust due to a supportive regulatory environment. Existing forestry initiatives, such as government-supported reforestation programs, may be a good basis for adapting PES programs. The experience of the A Luoi in North Central Vietnam, for instance shows how a reforestation program can become the basis for a CDM-like project. In Indonesia, forestry laws, combined with a decree from the Ministry of Forestry, have authorized community forest permits since 2000. These regulations were conducive to the implementation of the conditional land tenure scheme, which can be seen as a form of PES that uses secure tenure rather than direct cash payments as a reward.

3. Support by credible intermediary organizations

Intermediary organizations in most cases assist in the research, monitoring, and evaluation important to justify the establishment, implementation, and continued operation of public PES schemes. These activities are particularly important for both scaling up and scaling out the mechanisms. This is especially true because PES is still a relatively new approach and many potential buyers are still unwilling to pay. Intermediary organizations can help to raise awareness about the link between providers' activities and environmental services, thereby raising willingness to pay. The importance of these organizations’
The potential for a pro-poor PES scheme

If the above conditions are met, and a PES mechanism has the potential to become operational, the next question is: how may the scheme be made pro-poor? Initially, PES was not primarily intended to reduce poverty but rather to more effectively and efficiently achieve conservation goals. In its development, PES has attracted interest in its potential to involve communities and be pro-poor. As many rural poor people are closely connected to their resources and provide ES without compensation, PES programs have potential to contribute to poverty reduction. The main challenge is how the poor can be adequately recognized for their environmental stewardship and rewarded accordingly. Ideally, if they are paid for their stewardship under PES schemes, it is not impossible that PES can be a strong option for poverty reduction initiatives. Lessons from South and Central America show that PES schemes have allowed poor service providers—both participants and non-participants—to gain marginal benefits.7,8 Cases from Asia, as illustrated in the case studies, also indicate this potential.

There are a number of ways in which PES may benefit the poor. First, direct benefits may come through the actual payments or rewards that can be given to poor ES suppliers. The most obvious one is financial payments that increase income. This benefit is demonstrated in projects where carbon credits generated by two local groups in India and by villages in Vietnam provided additional income for local farmers. Payments or rewards can also be non-monetary and bring significant benefit for the poor. For example, a conditional land tenure scheme in Indonesia used secure tenure instead of cash payments as the reward for farmers.

Second, PES programs may bring about indirect benefits that reach the poor. Such benefits may reach both the participating and non-participating poor, including communities at large. These may include increased social capital and political voice as part of the contract negotiation process, or technical training required for certain projects. In the Kulekhani case in India, for example, the process of establishing a PES project increased community organization and building of infrastructure.

Challenges and potential risks for pro-poor PES?

Some skeptics, however, see poverty reduction as an overly optimistic goal for PES, pointing to a number of potential risks. A major reason that PES has pro-poor potential is that many of the world’s rural poor rely heavily on natural resources for their livelihoods and are thus involved in the stewardship that produces environmental services. But this resource dependence, and accompanying vulnerability to change in resource access and use, is also why there are concerns that PES may be harmful to the poor.1

To begin with, there are obstacles that may prevent the poor from participating in and meaningfully benefiting from PES schemes. There are also risks that PES programs themselves can have negative impacts on poor people, a significant impact being that their access to resources they need for their livelihood may be restricted. Considering the range of potential risks and opportunities (see “Further Reading” below), the results for the poor seem to largely depend on how the initiatives are designed and the context in which they are introduced.

A few of the major constraints for the poor are detailed further below, with suggestions on how some of them may be addressed.

---

1 There is also concern by some that a pro-poor focus will hinder the effectiveness of PES as an environmental conservation tool. This issue is not discussed here, but is touched upon in Insight (see “Further Reading”) and in Wunder’s “Nuts and Bolts” (see “References”).
1. Barriers to participation

This section discusses some of the barriers that may prevent the poor from participating in PES projects. Not only may exclusion of the poor result in a failure to capture pro-poor opportunities, but it may worsen the situation of the poor by further marginalizing them, widening the gap between the rich and the poor, and exacerbating the possible side-effects noted in the next section.

a. High transaction costs

Transaction costs are the financial and other costs involved in establishing and maintaining a PES scheme, including search and information costs, contracting, and monitoring costs. High transaction costs can hinder the introduction of PES to the poor.

How may transaction costs be reduced for the poor? One way is to strengthen local institutions, such as a community forum, which can efficiently represent the service providers in entering, negotiating, and implementing the schemes. Intermediaries can play important roles in capacity building through trainings, technical assistance, and cross-visits to sites implementing successful and operational schemes.

These local institutions can also help with another way to reduce transaction costs by capturing local knowledge. All stakeholders—the service providers, beneficiaries, and intermediaries—should agree on the problems and threats causing the decrease of environmental services as well as the potential activities to reduce and avoid these problems and threats. Capturing the perspective of the local community and policymakers based on their local knowledge can reduce transaction costs, especially in information costs since many potential solutions have been familiar and well-established in communities. This process includes incorporating the perceptions of the upland and lowland communities on how PES can improve their conditions.

Transaction costs are proportionally higher for small landholders and may discourage dealing with them versus large landowners. Collective bargaining and contracting can help avoid the costs of setting multiple and complex contracts. The carbon trading case in India shows that aggregating carbon credits from individual farmers through local organizations and selling them in one lot can potentially reduce transaction costs. Strong social cohesion and socialization efforts from intermediaries are prerequisites.

Another major transaction cost is for monitoring and verification costs. Introducing simple technologies to the poor that are relatively inexpensive, easy to use, and provide relatively rigorous data in monitoring can help them conduct simple environmental outcome monitoring. These monitoring efforts can be conducted by training village-based volunteers, such as the River Care group in the Sumberjaya case.

b. High investment costs

In addition to high transaction costs, many PES programs may require high investments costs in order to carry out the land-use changes required by PES agreements. Taking on the changes
may require sacrificing part of one's regular income, and investing in necessary equipment or technologies. It may also take some time before sellers see any tangible benefits. The poor may not be able to afford such costs, especially if they are not paid for a significant period of time.

Credit schemes can potentially help the poor deal with high investment costs, though this is still unavailable in many rural areas of developing countries. Another way to possibly address this constraint is for PES programs to adapt their payment schedules so that the payments are front-loaded, or to make initial payments for the environmental services that already have been and are being provided.9

As with transaction costs, the burden of investment costs can be spread over a larger number of people if the PES program engages with an entire community or a cooperative.

c. Uncertain property rights

Many poor people do not own the land they live on or use. This insecure tenure may prevent them from participating in PES schemes, as many programs involve the exchange of private property and services and require enforceable property rights.

If PES projects are not limited to those with clear property rights and have more flexible requirements, more poor may be able to participate. The Kulekhani case suggests that it is possible to develop a PES mechanism as long as communities have some users' rights over natural resources. Long-term leases from local governments can also help avoid these problems. Formalization of land tenure can become both a byproduct of PES and a PES reward.

2. Possible negative side-effects

In addition to the possibility of excluding the poor from PES programs, potential negative effects of the PES programs themselves must be considered. Many of these effects stem from the reliance of the poor on natural resources. These impacts may be on both participating and non-participating poor.

a. Loss of security/control of land

As previously mentioned, many poor people do not have secure tenure to the land that they rely on for their livelihoods. In addition, if PES projects increase the value of the land and incentive to take control of it, the powerful elite may take hold of the land and marginalize the poor. Again, long-term leases from local governments for those who have traditionally used the land can help.

b. Restricted resource access

PES programs may require land use change and restrict access to resources. Non-participating poor who depend on common land may be especially affected since they would not receive payments through the PES program to offset their losses.

Restricted resource use could lead to food insecurity. Many smallholders meet their food requirements from their farms and local forests, but tree-based landscapes are usually demanded for any PES project to increase watershed functions, carbon sequestration, and most biodiversity conservation (see case studies). The Indian carbon market case responds to this concern by promoting carbon sequestration primarily on marginal and low-productivity lands. For watershed and biodiversity cases, food insecurity can be avoided by applying agroforestry systems: combining food crops and trees in the same landscape, and implementing soil and water conservation techniques on farmlands.

Potential roles for governments

For PES schemes to be sustainable, governments can play a number of roles in capitalizing on PES opportunities. Governments are potential buyers, and have been playing this role in a number of PES initiatives. Governments can also be potential facilitators in bringing together buyers and sellers. This intermediary role has often been played by NGOs, but government agencies, especially those dealing at the community level, can play a larger role in this area. Finally,
governments can help make PES a more feasible option by supporting research and pilot projects, and also by working to overcome legal and policy barriers that PES mechanisms may face.

Throughout these activities, it is important that governments are attentive to the risks and opportunities PES schemes may present for the poor. Research and policies should aim to address the barriers to meaningful participation by the poor, as outlined above. Governments can also take measures to minimize or prevent harm from PES programs to both participating and non-participating poor. A key area for action is land tenure and resource access for the poor.

In taking these steps, stronger coordination within government may be needed across departments. To engage with communities, cross-scale coordination—national with local authorities, for example—is also valuable in setting up PES mechanisms. Such collaboration can also be helpful in having PES complement other natural resource management initiatives, like community forestry programs.
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**Further Reading**

For further information on the scoping study, see CRES Working Paper: http://www.worldagroforestrycentre.org/cre/

For further reading on the case studies, see Insight: Notes from the Field, Issue 2. RECOFTC. Available at: http://www.recoftc.org/site/index.php?id=537

For further reading on risks and opportunities for the poor presented by PES, see the forthcoming paper: Lee, Erica and Sango Mahanty. “Payments for Environmental Services and Poverty Reduction: Risks and Opportunities.” RECOFTC.

**Conclusion**

PES mechanisms show some potential for contributing to environmental conservation and poverty reduction goals. However, further research, analysis, and field practice must be done to explore and assess this potential. Initial work reveals some important considerations both in making PES mechanisms operational and pro-poor. Many challenges remain, and multiple sectors, including government, private enterprises, and international organizations, have important roles to play in addressing them.

---

**Case Study 6: Bakun Watershed, Philippines**

RUPEES has worked in the Bakun Watershed in the Philippines to establish a relationship between the indigenous community and the downstream users of watershed services. Payments from the hydroelectric companies to the upland people have helped in the development of Bakun through road construction, interest-free loans, health services, and more. Project implementers worked to increase the capacity of the Bakun people to produce and market ES, and develop understanding of the environmental functioning that integrates indigenous and scientific knowledge. One feature of the project that addresses poverty is the decision-making power of the Bakun people in maintaining the integrity and suitability of their watersheds. Further pro-poor mechanisms that project implementers wish to see developed in the future include: voluntary benefits provided by the hydroelectric company being channelled directly to the Bakun farmers instead of through the local government, and more allocation of the budget towards development and livelihood projects, rather than the current focus on construction projects.
RUPES - ICRAF SEA

Rewarding Upland Poor for Environmental Services (RUPES) is a program coordinated by ICRF Southeast Asia (ICRF SEA). The Program aims at enhancing the livelihoods and reducing poverty of the upland poor while supporting environmental conservation on biodiversity protection, watershed management, carbon sequestration and landscape beauty at local and global levels. RUPES is hosted by ICRF’s South East Asia Office and has research sites in Indonesia, Nepal and Philippines.
http://www.worldagroforestrycentre.org/sea/Networks/RUPES/index.asp

RECOFTC

Regional Community Forestry Training Center for Asia and the Pacific (RECOFTC) is an international not-for-profit organization based in Bangkok, Thailand, that supports community forestry and community-based natural resource management. RECOFTC receives core funding from the Swedish International Development Cooperation Agency (Sida), the Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation (SDC), and the Norwegian Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Through strategic partnerships and collaboration with governmental and non-governmental institutions, programs, projects, and networks, RECOFTC aims to enhance capacity at all levels and promote constructive multi-stakeholder dialogues and interactions to ensure equitable and sustainable management of forest resources.
Website: http://www.recoftc.org

SNV

SNV Netherlands Development Organisation is a Netherlands-based international NGO that delivers capacity-building advisory services to over 2,000 clients in 33 countries in Africa, Asia, Latin America, and the Balkans. In Asia, SNV provides capacity building services to government, non-government and private sector organisations in Nepal, Vietnam, Bhutan, Laos, Cambodia, and Bangladesh as well as to a number of regional organizations and networks. Our 150 advisors in Asia work with local actors, primarily those who operate at national and meso levels in strengthening their capacity to effectively realize poverty reduction and good governance. SNV aims to achieve development results in two areas: (1) Reducing extreme poverty by increasing production, employment and equitable income opportunities via our work in Smallholder Cash Crops, Pro-poor Sustainable Tourism, and Forest Products; (2) Improving the access, coverage and quality of basic services via our work in Water, Sanitation & Hygiene and Renewable Energy.
Website: http://www.snvworld.org

The World Agroforestry Centre (ICRAF)

ICRAF is the international leader in the science and practice of integrating ‘working trees’ on small farms and in rural landscapes. ICRAF has invigorated the ancient practice of growing trees on farms, using innovative science for development to transform lives and landscapes. The World Agroforestry Centre is one of the 15 centres supported by the Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research (CGIAR).
http://www.worldagroforestry.org
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